My research focuses on how business law treats companies that articulate objectives beyond profit. These companies offer potential to help solve some of the world’s most serious problems, but they are hotly contested and face legal and managerial barriers to success. I use a range of qualitative and quantitative methods, including in-depth on-site field work embedded at companies in the tech and food sectors, to understand their internal management, their engagement with corporate finance and corporate governance frameworks, and how business law can facilitate their substantial potential for social impact.
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*Beyond Profit, 54 U.C. DAVIS LAW REVIEW (forthcoming 2021):*

Etsy was a crown jewel of socially responsible businesses. It prioritized female entrepreneurship, its employees, and environmental stewardship. But after scaling up through an IPO, Etsy fell apart both socially and financially, despite its best attempts to preserve its objectives beyond profit through private ordering. Similar stories proliferate in the world of socially conscious business. Standard accounts point to market forces as the culprits. But this paper identifies a more fundamental problem: business law is not designed to facilitate scale-ups for companies that articulate objectives beyond profit. It lacks a durable commitment
mechanism for these companies to bind themselves to long-term pursuit of their multiple objectives. To help address this problem, the paper identifies potential solutions in corporate governance and corporate finance, and ultimately proposes providing a voluntary commitment mechanism in business law. The proposed commitment mechanism would consist of a “social poison pill” that requires multiple stakeholder board representation and socially conscious executive compensation for public benefit corporations that IPO, get acquired, or exceed a certain size. Such legislation could better enable companies to bind themselves to their objectives beyond profit at scale—facilitating large-scale social impact instead of just large-scale profit.

Social Purpose Startup Success:

Succeeding as a startup is a difficult task, with a ninety percent failure rate. Succeeding as startup with objectives beyond profit is even more challenging: it entails all of the challenges and risks facing regular startups, but while also juggling multiple organizational objectives often in tension. This paper seeks to understand how a startup with multiple objectives survives the early stages, and whether and how it engages with benefit corporation law and B-Corp certification—the two primary legal or quasi-legal tools designed for socially conscious business—in the process. It uses in-depth qualitative research conducted over nine months embedded at an early-stage food tech startup with multiple objectives. The paper finds that this startup has developed practices of employee empowerment and organizational democracy to generate, crystalize, and reinforce its multiple objectives, and implements so-called “negotiation spaces” to anticipate and defuse inevitable tensions that arise among the multiple objectives. It also finds that to garner organizational legitimacy with key stakeholders—employees, customers, investors—this startup uses a practice of savvy codeswitching, strategically and differentially (but always authentically) emphasizing its social purpose and profit objectives with each stakeholder. Interestingly, the startup does not engage benefit corporation law or B-Corp certification in this process, perceiving them either not to add value or as actual hindrances to achieving their multiple objectives. These findings provide insight into the intersecting roles of managerial practice, corporate governance, corporate finance, and business law in these startups’ success.
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